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THE NASINYONO NEW NARRATIVE

Nasinyono in Turkana is a classic

the pastoralist to a convergence zone.

case of a coin with two faces. It’s a

These communities fought to control

land that holds the history of once a

the grazing land. Persistent drought

grazing land for three communities

and the manifestation of the Prosopis

that is the Meriles from Ethiopia,

Juliflora locally known as the Etirae

Toposa from South Sudan and the

tree has changed the lifestyle of the

host community. The tall grass lured

community in Nasinyono.
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Wandite says, “I lost my
cows to the Toposa during a
raid and what remained did
not survive the drought, I
was left an hopeless man”

In 2011, Turkana County was hit by
a prolonged drought which claimed
many lives and livestock. It was at
this time that AICHM intervened to
save lives. Wandite, a residence in
Nasinyono recalls how he lost his
livestock to raiders and the prolonged
drought.

Gaining entrance to Nasinyono was not easy, there were no roads and people
were constantly on the move in search of food. When AICHM carried out food
distribution in the area little was known or thought of farming in the area.
Nasinyono is the end of river Tarach from Uganda. All the topsoil which is carried
by the flood during the rainy season finds its way to Nasinyono. This makes the
area very fertile. It was after the distribution of food that some fallen maize seeds
on the fertile grounds of Nasinyono germinated. This marked a new dawn to the
community. They reported to AICHM that maize in the area can grow and
requested if they could be empowered to farm their own instead of depending on
well- wishers for relief food.
In response to their plea, AICHM introduced the livelihood project in Nasinyono
with the objective of improving the nutritional and livelihood component of the
community. This has since then transformed their lives.
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The Land in Turkana County is communally owned and

grow

their

food.

after consultation with the elders and the gatekeepers,

Transiting from being

the community gave out some land for farming.

pastoralists

Clearing the land from Prosopis Juliflora tree in order

farmers meant that they

to gain access to farm land and grazing land was not

had to be taught at every

easy.

stage on what to do and

During the first phase, the beneficiaries cleared 50 acres

how to do it. The first

of land manually in one and half years for lack of

documented harvest was

required machines. The work was manual intensive.

in

Since then, AICHM introduced the mechanic tractors

community

that have helped to clear the land. To date, the total farm

harvested 4,000 bags of

land and grazing land as of 2017 is 250 acres and 100

90kg of sorghum that is

acres respectively, manned by over 600 household

equivalent to 360 tonnes

beneficiaries.

of sorghum since the

to

2012/2013.

crop

The
has

year 2013 to 2016 and
Although the land is owned communally, every

12,000 kg of Water

household has their portion of farmland where they

Mellon in 2016.
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At first the community was reluctant about Water Mellon and they didn’t know
what to do with them until they had their maiden taste of it. The harvest proved
beyond any doubt that Nasinyono has the potential of being food reliant; all that
is needed is water. One run off is enough for crop production since the soil has
very high water retention capacity.

As a result of the farm, the community has appointed community Environmental
Committee to control and mitigate conflict and manage the farm. The community
has appointed among themselves security people to safeguard the farm during the
day and night against any intruders especially those searching for pasture for their
animal.
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As destructive as the Mathenge tree is, AICHM has managed to help the residents
make use of it by introducing bee keeping pole and charcoal production. Special
kilns, which are environmental friendly, have minimum wastage and conserve
production time for charcoal production were acquired and the community
trained on how to use them. As a result, the community got a tender to supply
3000 bags of charcoal and has so far earned a total of USD9,000 equivalent to
KSH. 900,000

Success factors
o Community ownership of the project
o AICHM’s Financial and Technical support from Johanniter
International Assistance
o The symbiotic relationship between Johanniter International
Assistance and AICHM
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The

presence

of

AICHM

in

Business activities are also picking

Nasinyono has made Nasinyono get a

up. AICHM has also constructed an

face lift, today the community boasts

AIC church for the community.

of permanent community settlement

Parents are today able to take their

something that is attracting other

children to school and can engage in

people from different areas. Social

other income generating activities

amenities are also coming up; already
the government has put up a

For AICHM it is all about synergy

dispensary

community.

and partnership with like-minded

AICHM has also lobbied for school

institutions and the good will from

and as a first step, the government has

the community.

for

the

already put up the first ever ECD.
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